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Executive Reports
President’s Report
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to highlight and analyse the duties, tasks and activities carried out
by the ASA president between December 1st, 2017 and December 1st, 2018. This report should
be considered as context for issues that might be encountered in 2019. This report aims to
support the Albany Students’ Association Strategic Plan 2019-2022. This report will also aim to
provide recommendations and advice to future members of the ASEC.
Although this report covers the full 2018 academic year, at the time of writing (November 15th)
the President will continue to hold the position until the 1st of December, meaning several events
will not be covered in this report. These events are the New Zealand Union of Students’
Association (NZUSA) annual congress, Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) and the second Massey
University Students’ Associations Federation (MUSAF) formal meeting for 2018.
Many of the issues within this report are of a complex and multifaceted nature, and it is important
to consider that these issues are being discussed from the perspective of the Albany Students’
Association President, and that there are other sides and opinions to these matters that will not
be expressed in this report.

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Seventeen executive meetings were held over the year, with the first meeting occurring on the
6th of February 2018 and the last (as of date of writing) being held on the 2nd of November. The
President acted as chair for all meetings in question.
During these executive meetings operational, financial, policy and strategic documents were
discussed, finalised and ratified. Examples of these documents include the ASA Strategic plan
2019-2022, the ASA Social media strategy and the ASA Floral Ball Plans.
There were multiple motions moved by the President during part 2 of various ASEC meetings
throughout the year. These motions cannot be discussed publicly as they are either commercial
sensitive or are relating to the specific opinions of individuals employed by the Association. This
information is therefore protected by Schedule 3, section 1.8 of the Albany Students’ Association
Constitution and Regulations.
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SENIOR EXECUTIVE MEETINGS
During semester 2 of 2018, the president and senior executive members (Vice-President,
Education Executive and C&E Executive) initiated a weekly planning session to manage the
operational activities of the association on a weekly basis. These meetings took place on Tuesdays
of each week and proved effective as efficient planning sessions for the week to follow. These
meetings helped the ASEC provide representation and information to student representatives on
various university committees, as well as weekly social event planning and set up.
VICE CHANCELLOR MEETINGS
The President has had four meetings with other student Presidents (MAWSA, MUSA and EXMESS),
the Vice Chancellor Jan Thomas, and University Registrar Stuart Morris throughout 2018. These
meetings were largely dominated with discussion around key ‘crisis’ events at the University.
These crisis events included topics such as the SMSI failures, and the banning of Don Brash from
Massey’s Manawatu campus in August. There are several notable points worth mentioning from
these meetings.
The first of these meetings was largely to deal with issues relating to the implementation of the
new Student Management System (SMSI). The meeting was productive and resulted in the
implementation of several student enrolment support centres around campuses. However, there
was a large degree of tension between the respective Students’ Associations and the senior
management team of Massey University. This is largely due to MUSA and EXMSS speaking publicly
to the media about certain issues, although all the Students Associations expressed frustration
about a lack of transparency from the University around the issues with enrolments.
The second of these meetings was of a more positive nature. The ASA president provided a
campus update and highlighted issues around the current construction work on the new Sir Neil
Walters Building, specifically around the noise as exams drew nearer. The Vice Chancellor and
University Registrar highlighted that they had been receiving an unprecedented number of official
information act (OIAs) requests from MUSA and ASA during 2018. Combined we submitted 7,
with ASA submitting 4 of them. They requested that in future any information we need we come
to them first before submitting OIAs. This is a valid point, although it should be noted that any
information obtained by OIA is publicly available and thus can be disseminated to the student
population, while some information provided directly by the University is not. The issue of bullying
between staff members and students was highlighted and discussed, although it was decided
that any issues should be dealt with through the proper procedural processes.
The 3rd of these meetings focused on the conduct of the VC and leadership team in arriving at
the decision to ban Dr. Brash. The discussion also touched on the topic of free speech on
university campuses. Although at times the discussion was heated, it was seen by all parties to
be productive and focused on moving forward as a university.
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However, the final of these scheduled meetings was once again of a more confrontational nature.
Again, largely focusing on the Don Brash incident, this meeting discussed the VC’s emails round
the incident that were released under the Official Information Act. These emails indicated that
the VC had considered using the student services levy as a means of leverage to influence the
decision around Don Brash speaking on campus. The Massey students’ associations that were
present all raised their concerns around the potential abuse of the student services levy, which is
governed by ministerial directive. While the associations received assurances that our funding
agreements were not under threat, the incident raises questions about the independence of
students’ associations in the post-VSM political environment.
The President recommends that the 2019 President try to keep any developments in the
relationship with VC and SLT in context with the developments that happened this year.
Remaining knowledgeable of this context will provide useful insights into events as they unfold in
the 2019 calendar year.
The President recommends that his successor work to establish a positive and productive
relationship with the Vice Chancellor and senior management. This relationship was not
established at the start of the year due to issues such as SMSI complicating the relationship,
however it is in the opinion of the President that the senior management will be a lot keener to
establish a positive working relationship right from the start of 2019.
STUDENT LIFE SERVICES MEETINGS
During 2018 the President held 5 meetings with the manager of Student Life Services, Georgina
Ma. These meetings covered a range of topics from AT tertiary bus discounts, through to the
implementation of an E-portfolio service called “My E-quals”. The majority of these meetings took
place in semester 2.
Georgina Ma proved to always be a helpful staff member to work with, providing insight into
various university initiatives and projects that ASA might not have heard about otherwise. The
President recommends that his successor work to establish a positive working relationship with
the student services department, as they have been highly helpful with many different issues
throughout 2018.
HEALTH AND COUNSELLING
The President during semester 1 had heard from several students that our Health and Counselling
services on Albany Campus where not of a high standard. However, once the President raised
the issue with associate director of student services Amy Heise it became apparent that the
President was receiving an inaccurate portrayal of the situation. In the annual student survey
79% of respondents reported that Albany Campus’s Health and Counselling was of a very good
standard. The President has included this topic in the report to highlight that often in this role it
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is easy to receive a warped and inaccurate perspective on an issue, and that gaining
comprehensive stakeholder engagement is key to advocating for any issue.
However, what has subsequently been highlighted is that there has been a huge increase in the
number of students who are accessing these services. This information was obtained by NZUSA
for their report into student mental health services. It is recommended that the 2019 ASEC
continue to watch this issue closely.
CAMPUS OPERATIONS MEETINGS
The President met with campus operations manager Rod Grove multiple times throughout
semester 2. These meetings had not been established in the first semester and can be seen to
be positive steps towards ongoing collaboration. These meetings were established to allow ASA
to have input and engage on operational issues within the University. The topics discussed in
these meetings included the current construction projects on campus, the price of food on campus
and opportunities for ASA to advertise its activities and services on a wider scale around campus.
These meetings proved very productive and beneficial to both parties, it is recommended that
the 2019 President continue to engage in these meetings in 2019.
CLUB MEETINGS
The President met with multiple clubs this year to help them grow and develop. The President
had multiple meetings with the Presidents and executive from: AMESS, Te Waka o ngā Akonga
Māori, The Politics Club, SINZ and the Investment club. However, meetings with AMESS and Te
Waka took prominence for a number of reasons. The meetings with AMESS where largely related
to the proposed changes by the College of Sciences and will be discussed in depth below. The
meetings with Te Waka were largely to do with helping their remaining executive re-establish
administrative functions and structures and to discuss their role in MUSAF, which will again be
discussed below. It should be noted that there have been a number of issues in the working
relationship between the ASA and Te Waka o Nga Akonga during the latter half of semester 2.
While these issues will not be explored in detail in this report, the President recommends that
future ASEC members work to rewrite our MOU with Te Waka and establish a revitalised working
relationship between the two organisations.
CCC MEETINGS
The President worked collaboratively with the General Manager to hire and employ a new CCC
for 2018. The President has worked with the CCC to develop plans for O weeks, Wednesday
events, the 2018 Ball and a music gig titled Massey Band Night, although it is important to note
that the President’s work with the CCC was of a governance nature, and the operational work
was largely conducted by the CCC, who has done an outstanding job. There has once again (this
issue was highlighted by the 2017 president) been some tension between the C&E executive role
and the CCC. The President recommends that in future the President should make the difference
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between governance and operations very clear to both staff and executive and ensure that both
parties know how the organisational structure functions.
MEETING WITH THE FERGUSON OWNER
The President met with The Ferguson owner several times at the start of the year, mainly to
establish a good working relationship and to discuss the acquirement of vouchers to use as prizes
during O week. This went well, and it is recommended that future Presidents aim to keep this
relationship positive. Previous executives have had issues dealing with the Ferguson in the past,
so it is important that this is kept in mind when dealing with the Ferguson. The relationship with
the Ferguson is now highly productive and positive, largely due to the success that Massey Band
Nights have had, and the profit that this made the Ferguson.
MUSAF MEETINGS
As per the time of writing, there has been 1 formal meeting of the Massey University Federation
of Students Associations (MUSAF). This meeting was held in the mid-year break to discuss how
the newly proposed student representation framework might work, as well as other operational
activities.
The President has also worked collaboratively with the other student presidents on a number of
issues through MUSAF. There have been at least 4 MUSAF skype meetings during semester 2,
dealing with a range of issues from the Don Brash incident, to enrollments, campus updates, legal
and organizational matters regarding MUSAF and media issues.
The President also worked collaboratively through MUSAF to establish and standardise student
representation within the University. During semester 2 a draft model of student representation
for the colleges within the University has been finalised at Academic board. This is of key
significance as MUSAF has negotiated to work collaboratively with the University to appoint
students to representative positions within the University and ensure a compulsory class
representative system is implemented. It is recommended that the 2019 President continue to
work towards implementing and managing student representation, particularly at the course level.
The President would like to emphasise the power that MUSAF has as a representative body for
all Massey Students, and the obligation of ASA as Massey’s largest campus-based students’
association to support and work through MUSAF to ensure our students receive the best education
possible.
CLUB GRANT MEETINGS
Eight grant committee meetings were held over the year. The number of club grants continues
to increase and is representative of a growing and thriving club system. Almost the entire grant
funding pool was used this year. The President acknowledges that a large amount of work has
been done by previous ASECs and the success of the system in place now is to largely due to
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their work in previous years. The President also participated in delivering the club awards
ceremony during the latter half of semester 2.
NZUSA MEETINGS
As an executive member of the New Zealand Union of Students Associations (NZSUA) and ASA’s
representative to the union, the President has attended all NZUSA meetings of 2018, either via
person in Wellington or via skype. These meetings are scheduled for Friday’s once every 6 weeks,
and last approximately 8 hours in duration. These meetings are of immense value to ASA, both
in providing ASA a voice at the national level and providing context to issues affecting Massey
Albany Students. The Union has had a very difficult year both operationally and financially, and
therefore asked ASA to pay half of 2019’s levy ($1000) in advance. The reasons around this will
not be discussed publicly in this report and are documented in the appropriate part 2 section of
an ASEC meeting. The president recommends that future ASEC continue to remain involved in
NZUSA and take an active role in the union in 2019, especially in regard to national level lobbying
strategy for the 2020 New Zealand General Election.
GSAC MEETINGS
The President has attended all the Graduate students advisory committee for 2018. These
meetings are very useful in order to gain a perspective on issues facing postgraduates at Massey
University Albany Campus. Issues raised include but are not limited to; postgrad work space,
research support, distance delivered postgrad study and more. The President has tried to place
a priority on supporting the acquisition of more and better resourced postgraduate study and
work space. While little progress has been made, the president has been assured that the new
building projects underway are having postgrad space set aside. In the mean-time the President
has offered the Student Lounge as a venue for any events that GSAC would like to hold.
OTHER MEETINGS:
The President attended and engaged in several smaller meetings throughout 2018 which are of
significance to the association. These meetings were as follows:
•

College of Humanities and Social Sciences meetings
-

While the President did attend any of these meetings personally, the president and
wider ASEC worked with the student rep on the board to make sure that they could
actively contribute to discussion at the board and college level.

•

College of Business meetings
-

While the president did not attend all of these meetings in 2018, the ASEC worked
closely with the college staff (particularly the DPVC) and wider board in ensuring
active and beneficial student representation is occurring at the college level within
the business school.
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•

TEU Branch Meetings
-

The President and Vice President met multiple times with the Massey Albany TEU
branch president Jane Adams to discuss staff perspective on several issues. These
meetings are always useful at gaining insight into the attitudes and perspectives of
staff around events at Massey University. The President recommends that the 2019
President continues to work on building this relationship.

•

Library Strategic Workshop
-

This meeting was intended to gather stakeholder feedback around the use of library
services and facilities. It is important to note that the President was the only student
in attendance. The development of this workshop into 2019 should be followed
closely.

•

Sport@Massey Framework meetings
-

This meeting was intended to gather feedback from stakeholders around how Massey
might better support sporting and athletic activities around the University. A strategic
document has subsequently been released and is likely to be developed further in
2019.

Events
The President participated in the following events during semester 2 2019:
•

Semester 1 and 2 Bag packing
The President assisted in packing the O-Week bags. This was an all-day job done at the
start of each semester.

•

Orientation Week and Re-Orientation Week
The President and the ASEC worked collaboratively with the CCC to deliver Orientation
Week in semester 1 and 2. The president was heavily involved in the planning process.
It should be noted that during re-Orientation week ASA was solely responsible for the
social activities held on campus. This is a trend likely to continue into 2019.

•

SGM and AGM
The President helped to organised and set up the AGM and SGM. A huge range of
constitutional amendments were made and passed this year. The President worked
closely with the VP, ASEC and GM to ensure these changes were sound and valid. For
the first time in many years the ASA constitution and regulations is fully updated and
relevant. In semester 1 Students raised that they would like to see a more diverse range
of night-time events on campus, which was delivered during semester 2.
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•

Wednesday events
The President has participated in the planning and delivery of many events during the
Wednesday shared time, including BBQs, French toast breakfasts, destress events, tie
dye t shirt making, dog therapy events and other activities.

•

ASA/Green Party Mental Health Hui
The President was approached by Green Party MP Chloe Swarbrick to run a collaborative
forum on tertiary mental health issues on the Massey Albany Campus. This was a part of
a series of campus visits around the country. Turnout and engagement from students
was really good and it is recommended that the ASEC explore more high profile events
such as this to generate good student engagement.

•

Massey Band Night 1 and 2
The President worked with the ASEC and CCC to put on a gig night to celebrate NZ music
month. The idea was to promote some of our local Massey musicians and expose our
students to a range of different sounds and bands. The first band night was a huge
success, with around 300 students attending. The second band night was held in O week
of semester 2. The CCC played a huge role in organising and delivering these events, and
they would not have happened without him. Students have since said they really enjoyed
the event, and turnout was high. It is recommended to continue these events into 2019,
perhaps looking at exploring wider genres of music more representative of student
demographics in Auckland.

•

ASA Comedy Night
Again, as a part of the feedback received at our SGM in semester 1, ASA held more
dedicated evening events in semester 2. The launch of ASA comedy night was a huge
success, with most students who attended providing positive feedback. In future, ASA
should explore having more female comedians perform.

•

2018 ASA Floral Ball
The president was heavily involved in the planning and delivery of the 2018 ASA floral
themed ball (as mentioned above). This event was considered a large success and sold
out. Almost the entire feedback received was positive and encouraging for next year.
Two major contributing factors to the success of this event were the price of the tickets
($60 upon initial release) and the inclusion of a sit-down meal for the event. However,
this event cost the association a large portion of our events budget for the year. The
financial planning around the ball should be considered in more detail next year, as well
as the role that the C&E executive role plays in running this event.
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Special Projects
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE REVIEW
During December of 2017, the college of sciences released a document titled “CoS Strategic
Positioning document”. This document was designed as a strategy proposal for the college and
was largely about the need to save approximately 12 million dollars annually in the college. In
addition to and prior to the release of the strategy an offer of voluntary redundancy was sent out
to all college staff, which led to many staff leaving.
The proposal was deeply concerning for many students within the college, as they were unsure
whether they would have a programme of study to return to after the summer holidays. An article
on the changes appeared in Stuff News (https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/northshore-times/99957842/costcutting-in-massey-universitys-college-of-sciences-brings-coursechanges), and began receiving a large amount of media attention.
In short, the proposal highlighted the following major changes of relevance to Albany campus:
•

Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) were intended to be moved and consolidated
to Manawatu campus only

•

The Bachelor of food technology were also intended to be moved and
consolidated to Manawatu campus only

•

Pre-Veterinary courses were intended to be moved and consolidated to
Manawatu campus only

The ASA advocacy co-ordinator began to follow up with CoS leadership and management in order
to gain some clarity on the changes and start the process of advocating for students. However,
the timing was poor as ASA staff go on annual leave from the end of December through to the
end of January, and therefore were not around to continue this work. Almost the entire ASEC
was away during this period as well.
The President therefore began to take on the process of providing large scale advocacy for these
students. Working closely with the Education Executive, the President began to challenge college
management about the proposal. The Education executive and President worked to mobilise the
AMESS executive and gather information from both staff and students around these changes.
Information was gathered through discussion with staff and students, industry professionals, and
OIAs.
Once comprehensive information was gathered, the Education executive and President began
work to stop the proposed changes. The Education executive and President agreed that our
students deserved stability in their degree programmes, (as they believed was the case when
they enrolled), and that therefore none of the proposed changes should happen, or at the very
least students who are currently enrolled should be able to finish their study on the campus of
which they started.
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Together, we managed to extend the review date by 2 weeks (initially it was ending on the first
day of semester 1) and negotiate the creation of student engagement forums to discuss the
changes. Following this we managed to mobilise over 150 students across the college to attend
these forums and provide their feedback. At the forums, students expressed their concerns
directly to the college PVC Raymond Geor, to great effect.
The President subsequently worked with the Education exec and wider ASEC to make an Albany
Students’ Association submission on the proposal, where we laid out our argument and nonnegotiables (the continuation of those degree programmes at Albany).
On the 20th of April 2018, the President was provided with an updated version of the proposal
titled “CoS Strategic Plan 2018-2022”. In this plan it was highlighted that the Bachelor of
Engineering (Hons), The Bachelor of food technology and Pre-Veterinary courses would all be
staying on Albany campus and that no students would have to move or discontinue their degree.
There is however the consolidation of many first-year courses within the programmes and the
creation of a new school within the college. These changes have been deemed acceptable and
largely positive for students within the college.
The college of sciences has expressed their thanks for our help and support in the process of the
review and are keen to continue a positive working relationship moving forward. This shows that
advocacy does not necessarily needs to be negative and that keeping the vibe positive is the
more beneficial option.
This scenario highlights the ability of the Albany Students’ Association to mobilise, advocate and
work with the students to ensure the University delivers the highest quality educational
experience possible and that student’s voices are heard.
STUDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND ENROLMENTS
Towards the end of 2017, Massey University decided to implement a new student management
system (SMS) to replace the old one. The student management system is the data management
system that feeds into stream and replaced the old “MY MASSEY” system.
However, the role out of the system was hugely problematic and meant thousands of students
could not enroll over summer. Some students were left without Studylink support, visas, and
other regulatory paperwork that depended on a confirmation of enrollment.
The possibility for widespread issues was raised as early as September by MUSA and was largely
ignored by the University at this time.
In January/February 2018 two of the other students’ associations, MUSA and EXMSS, chose to
publicly call out the university in various media releases and demand an apology. This created a
huge degree of tension between the associations and the University.
The ASA President chose to take a different approach and called a meeting with University
registrar and some senior leadership team. The President highlighted that we wished to solve
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these issues quickly and avoid a public mess rather than to create a “blame game”. The
association subsequently worked with staff to ensure that the academic advice team where well
supported and that they could handle in the increased strain.
The President believes that although the University is at fault, it is important to put student
welfare as the highest priority rather than institutional internal politics and the president’s
decisions during this time reflected that. As academic support staff worked very hard the ASEC
thought it was a good idea to thank them with some Easter eggs and letters for their time. This
proved very positive and the association continues to have a good relationship with these staff.
However, the President is aware through data obtained via OIA that the SMS mess negatively
affected the University’s enrollments by approx. 2000 students.

It is the recommendation of
the President that future ASEC keep in mind the SMS issues in case they arise in future years, as
many smaller issues have continued to show themselves as time progresses.
CAMPUS RADIO
Work has continued with the establishment of student radio on Albany campus, while there is
little to update on since the previous report in 2017, progress is slowly being made. Hopefully
student radio will be up and running in 2019.
SHARED BOOK SWAP SYSTEM
Upon visiting the MUSA lounge in the Palmerston North campus, the President adopted MUSA’s
idea of a shared book swap system. This is nothing serious and is just a book shelf in the student
lounge where students can share fiction books or magazines. It also helps to create a better vibe
in the student lounge at Albany.

Conclusion
In conclusion this report highlighted and discussed the notable activities and tasks performed by
the Albany Students’ Association President during 2018. There were a vast number of operational
and day to day tasks which are not discussed here.
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The President would like to note that his focus this year has been dealing with academic issues,
and thus because of this, regular social activities have not taken high priority. In the future, the
President should aim to evenly balance the social and academic issues in order to provide the
best experience for our students on campus. Social events help to generate engagement, buy in
and repour with ASA, which can then in turn be leveraged into support around other issues. This
is a sociological cycle that has been consistently underutilised over recent years and should be
prioritised in years to come.
This year has been an incredible experience for me and other members of the ASEC. Although at
times the role can be challenging, it is also a role through which you to make a big difference to
the lives of Massey University students. While the successes in this role often go unsung and the
mistakes highlighted, this should not deter the 2019 ASEC from standing up and being the student
voice for Massey University’s Albany Campus. All the best for the 2019 President and ASEC!

Jason Woodroofe
ASA President
2018
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Administration Vice President’s Report
Introduction
This report is written with the purpose of reflecting on the tasks undertaken by the 2018 Vice
President during her full year. The main responsibilities as Vice President for the year were to
organise bi-weekly ASEC Meetings and update policies to align them with the ASA Constitution.
Some activities such as assisting the social team with events and writing the minutes for Ball
Committee Meetings are examples that extend outside her role description.
In the second semester the Vice President has learned to prioritise organisation and structure as
part of her duty. The best way to maintain structure and coherence within the executive is to
meet with executive members weekly through a fixed roster and closely coordinate with the
General Manager, President, Education Executive and Clubs and Engagement Executive.
This report will provide an overview of the Vice President’s activities and projects for 2018, whilst
providing insights into how future Vice Presidents can continue to improve. She looks forward to
seeing how ASA and future staff and executive grow to best represent students.

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive Committee meetings were held fortnightly on Friday’s at 5pm onwards during Semester
one, and Friday’s at 9am onwards during Semester two. Discussions outside the executive
meeting were held via phone calls, Facebook Messenger or emails. Executive meetings were
usually notified via Facebook Messenger in the ASEC group. Agenda items were mainly discussed
with the President and General Manager, sometimes in office, email or Facebook Messenger.
From the second meeting onwards, the Vice President officially wrote up all the agendas. The
Vice President recorded the Minutes from the first meeting onwards until Meeting 18 where both
the 2018 and 2019 Vice Presidents worked on it together as part of training. Over the first
semester she tried to improve the ways in which the minutes were detailed and organizsed.
Through the General Manager’s suggestion of looking into how the minutes were written in the
past, the Vice President decided to create a table at the end of every minutes that contained a
list of items to be completed. This way, it was convenient to scan through which items/tasks were
to be prioritized. By every next meeting, the executive had completed almost all of what was to
be done. During Semester two, the table was rarely created since there were fewer tasks to be
completed compared to Semester one.
All the supporting documents, agenda, minutes and notices were uploaded onto the Facebook
Executive group in a timely manner. The to-do list was updated with the minutes three days after
every meeting and notices were sent out via Facebook Messenger.
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Preparing the food for the meetings usually took up a lot of time. In such cases the President,
Education Executive and a Social Representative assisted the Vice President with transport. This
allowed the Vice President to get to know the members individually and was a great way to build
team effort. Preparing food was simpler during morning meetings in the second Semester.
A method of improving input from absentees is to ask the respective ASEC member to read
through the prepared Agenda and send a document with their comments to the Vice President.
This document would then be presented during the meeting to ensure that their voice is heard.
This was first carried out by the Clubs and Engagement Executive during Semester one. Another
item for improvement is to share meeting event pages on Facebook to promote the meetings to
other students. This was done only twice during Semester one.
The meetings for the semester were usually long and filled with interesting projects that the
members were to do. The meetings were vital as each executive member were given chances to
reflect on their role descriptions. In this way it acted as a reminder for executives to be
independently responsible by comparing with what is expected of them and what they are
contributing. This personally helped the Vice President to think about her role as well.
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING (SGM)/ ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM)
The SGM was partly organized by the Vice President with the help of the Executive team, General
Manager and the Campus Culture Coordinator. The Constitution and Regulations was a long-term
project that the Vice President started during her summer break. Because this was her first-time
reviewing policy related materials, she took a lot of advice and closely worked with the General
Manager and the President. Agenda and minutes were written and recorded by the Vice President.
She also printed out A4 copies of the agenda and budget to circulate around during the meeting.
The Education Executive assisted by monitoring the screen and the President and Academic
Representative set up a live stream linked to Facebook. The video reached up to 739 views which
ensured that we reached many other students who hadn’t been able to attend. Many students
expressed a need for evening events focused on second/third year students.
This event was successful due to team efforts and was the first learning experience for me as
Vice President. It is important to work with others when reviewing the Constitution as they can
provide insights into items that I may have overlooked or was not aware of. This is a great way
to learn how to work as a team.
The AGM was better prepared by the Vice President. Because the Vice President was now familiar
with the Constitution and Regulations, she found it easier to contribute more. The main change
was to update the Constitution so that it matched with other updated policies and new terms. By
discussing with the President, General Manager and Education Executive she was able to complete
the changes, agenda and the PowerPoint on time. 36 motions were carried. The Vice President
also prepared a live stream on the ASA Facebook page that received 407 views in total.
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The event was successful, and all motions were carried without issues. We also received many
ideas for future events, some of which were carried out during Semester two.
MEETINGS WITH THE EXECUTIVE
During the last half of semester one, the Vice President created a roster for the executive to
follow. This was to ensure that the members met with the suggested working hours so that the
executive can remain focused and organised. This was helpful and it was decided by the President
to continue to do this in the Second Semester.
The Vice President had weekly meetings with the President to catch up and discuss ways to
improve organisation. This was useful to have in the other meeting between the President,
Education Executive, Clubs and Engagement executive and the Vice President, in order to discuss
important ideas and raise concerns. These meetings were important to make sure that the
executive meet in office and formed closer relationships. This same structure and roster were
carried out during the Second Semester successfully.
NZUSA PRESIDENT JONATHAN GEE
The NZUSA President, Jonathan visited the Albany Campus and spent a day with the executive
during semester one. During his visit, the President and Vice President met with Jonathan to
discuss methods of managing a team. His insight and experience encouraged the Vice President
to think about this challenge. It was a starting point into thinking about how important it is to
maintain positive relations with other members.
CAMPUS CO-LAB IN MANAWATU
The Vice President along with the Welfare Representative flew down to the Manawatu campus to
attend a meeting focused around Student Success. They met students from other campuses and
the staff members involved in the project. The meeting was discussion-based and explored the
positive and negative aspects of co-lab. Both aspects were critically considered and was concluded
by the students to be an interesting and great project to be implemented for students. This led
to a follow up zoom meeting in Albany where the Vice President attended to represent the student
voice in Albany.
STUDENT VOICE SUMMIT IN WELLINGTON (NZUSA+AQA)
The Vice President, Education Executive, Welfare Representative, Incoming President and Vice
President flew down to Wellington to attend the Summit held over two days. This event was
focused on questions and ways to improve the communication between students, student
representatives and staff members who oversee structures and structural changes within
university. This was useful as many student executives had the opportunity to discuss across
universities on a national level and share ideas not just with students but staff members as well.
This interaction was vital, especially for the incoming executives as a motivational and
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inspirational start to their roles. The Vice President wished she had made these interactions across
universities earlier in the year.
MEETING WITH MASSEY OPERATIONS MANAGER, ROD GROVE
The Vice President along with the President and General Manager attended two meetings during
Semester one where we first discussed enrolment issues and the new Student Management
System at the start of the year. This led to the executive helping during stream and enrolment
workshops. Later in the semester, there was another meeting that explained the future expansion
of the Albany Campus. A few concerns were raised and addressed, though, ASA had a positive
response towards the planning.
BALL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Vice President attended all the ball Committee meetings and recorded most of the minutes
during the meetings. The Vice President visited three sites: QBE Stadium, Trusts Arena and a
Restaurant with some of the members and the Campus Culture Coordinator. The Vice President
also provided two theme suggestions of Floral and Bohemian as required. Floral was voted to be
most popular through a Facebook poll shared on the ASA Facebook page and Overheard@Massey,
a student group page.
The Vice President made extra contributions as the team leader for décor. She worked closely
with the ASA Designer and provided the contacts for the flower wall. She had participated in the
spray-painting process approximately 4-5 times and decoration on the day of the ball. The event
was a huge success that received positive feedback about the music, food and décor.
The only place of improvement was organising the transportation and having a systematic method
of directing the students to the buses. The Vice President was not in charge of transportation for
that night, however, ended up helping transportation along with the Welfare Representative and
Social Representative.
NEISH
The Vice President and President had a meeting with Neish to discuss their involvement with ASA
in the future to provide free printing for students.
ELECTION MEETING
The Vice President was present during the meeting to introduce and meet candidates. She got
the opportunity to meet with both the candidates running for Vice President.
BREIFING INCOMING EXECUTIVES
The Vice President was present during the briefing of incoming executives. She met with the
future Vice President and discussed the role with her.
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MEETING WITH HEAD OF NURSING
The Vice President along with the President and Education Executive met with the head of nursing
to discuss and clarify concerns about the nursing degree.
MEETING WITH STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ON COLLEGE BOARD
The Vice President met up with the student representative on the College of Humanities and
Social Sciences multiple times to provide information and feedback from ASA. She went over the
part

one

items

of

the

college

board

agenda/minutes

and

provided

different

perspectives/explained relevant contents where required. This interaction should be continued
with future executives to connect ASA with wider students involved in different projects to provide
a larger picture of the changes occurring at University that is relevant for students.
MEETING 2019 VICE PRESIDENT
Both the 2018 and 2019 Vice Presidents met for training. 2018 Vice President explained and
showed the incoming Vice President how to write and find the agenda on the online system. The
policies were shown and explained as well. She also taught the incoming Vice President to print
labels for new folders for next year. This was productive as the incoming Vice President was able
ask questions as well as perform tasks on her own to get familiar with the system.

Events
The Vice President participated in the following events.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Bag Packing This was carried out over a day in preparation for O-week and Re-Oweek.
International Student Welcome Day The Vice President was invited to do a
“Response from Student Representative” four times over two days. At the end of the
Powhiri, the Vice President helped set-up an ASA stall where she promoted ASA to
many new international students, some of which helped as volunteers during
orientation.
Orientation The Vice President was helping whenever possible in between classes.
The tie-dye workshop was her main area of contribution.
Orientation data party The Vice President attended this meeting where they
discussed statistics of student feedback on Orientation.
Re-Orientation the Vice President was busy preparing for the AGM and helped out
when possible. Main area of contribution was Clubs day and Farm animal day.
Open Day the Vice President helped set up and BBQ.
Stream Workshop During the last day of Orientation, the Vice President went to the
round room to help students waiting in line with issues they had with stream and timetabling. This was a great way to socialise and promote ASA.
Halls Presentation the Vice President was present during the hall presentation that
was presented by the president three times in the evening. This was to create an image
of ASA through the residents. This was also carried out during Semester two.
Student Services Levy (SSL) feedback forum The Vice President attended this
forum to understand how student opinion was analysed and presented.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Class Advocate Training the Vice President helped set up and pack for this event.
SGM The Vice President wrote up the agenda and recorded the minutes and
attendance for this meeting. She helped set up and pack up for this event. It was easier
to write the minutes during the meeting instead of typing them, and then type them up
later
AGM The Vice President wrote up the agenda and recorded the minutes and
attendance for this meeting. She helped set up and pack up for this event. It was easier
to write the minutes during the meeting instead of typing them, and then type them up
later.
College of Science Review Forum the Vice President attended this forum and
recoded important points that students raised.
Team Building Activity the Vice President was present during the team building
activity at Escape Masters. It was held a bit late, nevertheless, a great experience.
Budgeting Seminar the Vice President attended this event and helped where
required.
Massey Band Night 1 & 2 The Vice President’s got her friends’ band in contact with
the Campus Culture Coordinator who organised this amazing event. The Vice President
oversaw decorations helped set up the venue. This was one event that she promoted a
lot through personal social media accounts and by word of mouth.
Graduation and LOTY Voting the Vice President helped set up the event and
promoted the LOTY voting.
Pink Shirt Day the Vice President’s role was to talk to people and promote the band
night.
Chocolate Day the Vice President encouraged people for nominations and talked to
many potential candidates.
Dog Therapy the Vice President helped pack up for this event.
Comedy Night the Vice President was present at the event and oversaw photography.
Cook Island Language Week The Vice President attended this event as a
representative of ASA.
Elections the Vice President was a member of the Election Sub Committee and was
involved in the Election process. She advertised the elections and the Ball event by
talking to many students. she promoted a lot through personal social media accounts
and by word of mouth.
Loud Shirt Day the Vice President assisted the social team on this event.
Class Advocate Party the Vice President attended and helped pack down for this
event.
Summer School Picnic the Vice President helped set up and pack down for the
event.

Special Projects
CONSTITUTION & REGULATIONS (SGM & AGM)
This was the Vice President’s first project of Semester one. At first, it was a large and unfamiliar
project that required the assistance of the General Manager. The President and Vice President
worked closely to review the changes needed and addition that was inputted. The draft copy was
then sent to the General Manger who provided feedback.
A note to improve methods of updating and reviewing policies is to go through an order. Since
three people were working on this, the number of copies and comments were a little confusing
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to handle. Hence, for the Annual General Meeting, the Vice President first made changes where
required. This copy was discussed with the President to review, which was then sent to the
General Manager for feedback. Updating the Constitution, the second time was much more
manageable and easier since she was familiar with the terminology.
ELECTION POLICY & CANDIDATE CODE OF CONDUCT
Since the Vice President was now familiar as to how policy review was carried out, she updated
these documents which were easier to do in comparison to the Constitution. The Vice President
closely worked with the President, Education Executive and General Manager to do so.
A note on reviewing policy is to include two to four persons to help with the process. It is
important to have other people reviewing to provide other perspectives and point out items that
are missing or need improvement.
MEDIA AND ADVERTISING POLICY
This was an interesting policy to review since almost all the executive members met and worked
on this together over a day. This was a team effort and was done via google docs so that everyone
could follow and input suggestions.
LIQUOR POLICY
The Vice President started to review this policy because she had time to do so. This is yet to be
completed. The Vice President decided to look into other policies that may need reviewing before
completing this one.
SOCIAL MEDIA AND MARKETING POLICY
A meeting was held during the winter break between the President, Education Executive, General
Manager, Campus Culture Coordinator, Designer and the Vice President to discuss how to better
Market ASA. We discussed brand/image, goals and creating a system for the use of Social Media
via Facebook and Instagram as the main platforms.
After the meeting, the Vice President drafted the Social Media and Advertising policy based on
what was discussed.
ROSTER
The Vice President was not provided with information as to how to maintain organisation when
she first began this role. She was relying on the to-do-list and individual responsibility for
organisation. In the middle of the first semester it was decided between the President and Vice
President that a roster is required for the executive follow to ensure that members meet each
other in a systemised way. In this way the ASEC remains informed, motivated and responsible
for their roles.
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS
The job descriptions for each role did not seem to match with what the executive were doing.
This showed that the descriptions needed an update. Along with other executives, the Vice
President provided suggestions to make them more relevant.
HANDOVER DOCUMENT
The Vice President created a document specially for the 2019 Vice President outlining role
description, expectations, what and how to perform tasks required from this role. It covered each
little detail so that the candidate does not feel lost or confused and are prepared for the role.
MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT
The Vice President updated this policy as she thought it was an important document that needed
to be updated in order to maintain a healthy working environment. She worked closely with the
General Manager on this. Copies of the policy was distributed to all current and future ASEC
members.
EVENT MANAGEMENT POLICY
This policy was also updated to match the changes the ASEC were making on how and when
events should be carried. This mainly focused on the difference between the Campus Culture
Coordinator’s role during events and that of the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive.
ORGANISATIONAL POLICY
The Vice President wished to complete updating this policy by the end of her term, however it
became too close to final exams. She hopes that the next Vice President updates this as it is an
important policy that outlines the way ASA is structured.
CLUB SUPPORT
The Vice President contacts the clubs that she is responsible for at least monthly via Facebook
Messenger.
•

Gardening Club restarted during Semester one which was great to hear. The Vice
President has not been to any club gatherings mainly because she was not aware of the
activities of this club. She met with the club President once.

•

Yoga Lounge Unfortunately, the Vice President was not able to attend their yoga
sessions since they clashed with her timetable schedule. She was able to meet the
instructor during Clubs Days.

•

The Sri Lankan Club and Asian Culture Club were wound up.
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•

Although the Malaysian Club has not been assigned to me, I have regular catch ups
with their board members and attend their events when invited. The Vice President also
attended many Japanese and K-World Club events.

Recommendations
My recommendations to the future Vice President are:
1. Understand how policies work
a. Before the year begins it would be useful to know and understand ASA policies
b. It would be great if the incoming Vice President read through the Constitution
before the start of the year
2. Maintain good relations with all the executive members
a. Keep in touch with the executive members and maintain friendships
b. It is through positive relationships that organisation can be maintained
3. Organise a management system for the executive at the start of the year
a. If the executives start off with a fixed system, they will get into a habit of working
alongside studying
b. It is likely that they will take their roles more seriously
4. Keep in contact with the General Manager
a. The General Manager usually knows a lot about the Association, hence, she
provides great advice and recommendations
5. Please refer to the handover document when feeling lost, or through personal contact
This year has been a learning experience to better understand the Association and its members.
It has also taught the Vice President to mature and maintain organisation not only at work, but
in her personal life as well. It has been an honour to work for ASA and its staff and executive to
better improve student life. Will always be thankful!
Venya Patel
ASA Vice President
2018
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Education Executive’s Report
Introduction
This report seeks to cover the activities performed by the Education Executive in 2018.
Numerous large-scale University initiatives have surfaced which have needed careful attention
taken to monitor and address them. These include the revision of the University’s teaching and
learning strategy, development of a university wide student representation policy, questionable
implementation of several projects, among other changes that have kept the entire association
on its’ toes.
Ongoing academic integrity issues have also needed managing, which has led to careful
deliberation on how best to hold the university accountable to their processes to ensure that all
students receive fair treatment.
On a national level, the National Education Committee was a great opportunity to contribute to
NZUSA education lobbying and direction. I have also been able to attend the NZUSA Student
Voice Workshops and National Congress in Wellington which were excellent opportunities to
contribute to the strategic direction of NZUSA.
I have thoroughly enjoyed this year, the people that I have met, and the difference that the
association has been able to make. I would like to extend my thanks to the other members of
the Executive Committee for their hard-work, with a special mention to the President and VicePresident for their unwavering support throughout the year.
Our amazing group of dedicated staff also deserve a mention for the work that they put in,
including weekends and evenings, delivering over and above their roles.
Most importantly a large thank you to the student body for allowing me to represent you during
2018. Without you, our organization would not have the remit to continue to make the change
that we have, and for that I thank you.

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive committee meetings were held fortnightly on Friday evenings in semester one, and
Friday mornings during semester two. I attended meetings where possible and offered my
apologies when I could not attend. I spoke to issues that students had raised with me, or that
came up in discussion. These included post-graduate space, concerns about their programs
relocating as part of the College of Science review, issues with the MPAF course examinations,
teaching and learning policy, and National Education Committee feedback. I also talked about
wider issues such as academic integrity, and student representation policies.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GSAC)
GSAC is a group of lecturers, professional staff, and student representatives who advocate for
graduate student interests on the Albany campus. I attended most meetings but could not attend
as frequently in the second semester. This was a very good committee to receive general updates
from several key areas within the University that we would not necessarily here of otherwise.
GSAC also organized ‘Postgraduate Pizza evenings’ which were excellent opportunities to interact
and engage with post-graduate students on campus.
MASSEY BUSINESS SCHOOL COLLEGE BOARD
I attended the Massey Business School college board meetings throughout both semesters. I
worked with the elected student representatives (W. Diao, and later K. Horler) to communicate
students’ issues, and to ensure that they felt prepared for their roles. Several key insights were
found from sitting in on these meetings due to the prominence of some committee members
within the wider University.
NATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE (NEC)
I attended the first National Education Committee meeting for 2018 held in April, and third
meeting held in October. Due to an administration error from the chair, I was missed off the invite
list of meeting two. These meetings were a good opportunity to network with presidents and/or
education portfolio holders from throughout the country. Several topics discussed have provided
information that has gone toward shaping my actions since each meeting. More frequent
meetings going forward would allow the Education Executive to maintain abreast of issues
happening around the country and would allow for more robust discussion.

Events
ORIENTATION SEMESTER ONE
The orientation schedule was jam packed, including clubs’ day, and multiple other action-packed
days. I lent a hand talking to students, cooking the barbecue, and doing what I could. I was not
involved in the planning process at all which meant that it was hard to know what to do when
instructions were not clear.
STUDENT SERVICES LEVY (SSL) FEEDBACK FORUM
The SSL Meeting is the delivery of Feedback to University Staff, the ASA, and students and allows
various departments the opportunity to recognize the feedback (both positive and negative) that
they have received. I represented the ASA at this meeting along with the staff, and other
members of the executive.
CLASS ADVOCATE ADVANCED TRAINING
I briefly attended the Advanced Class Advocate Training alongside the Academic Rep, Welfare
Rep, Advocacy Assistant, Advocacy Co-ordinator and Clubs, and Campus Culture Coordinator. We
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had over 25 Class Advocates complete the training, although numbers are lower than previous
years, considering the attitudes of Students, having more trained and skilled class advocates can
only be good.
MASSEY BAND NIGHTS
The Campus Culture Coordinator organised two amazing Massey Band Nights. I assisted as an
ideas sounding board leading up to the event, assistance with setup, videography on the night,
and editing of the subsequent video. I loved being involved in these events, and I look forward
to being involved in these in the future if possible.
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING (SGM)
The SGM was uneventful compared to previous years. During the SGM I controlled the device
connected to the projector. This was an interesting task due to the low level of control that I had
within Google Chrome when viewing the documents.
VOLUNTEERING EXPO
I represented the Association at the Volunteering Expo organized by the Careers Team from the
University. There was very little student interest in the event, but this provided a good time to
network with other organisations such as St John Youth.
ACCOMODATION VILLAGE TALKS
I attended the sessions that ASA delivered across semester 1 and 2 to the on-campus
accommodation residents. There were 4 sessions per semester, and they took 20 minutes which
included a fun little quiz (with prizes!). These sessions were a great opportunity to explain what
we did as an association because we had a captive audience.
MASSEY OPEN DAY
ASA has traditionally run a barbecue at open day, and this year was no different. I was involved
setting up the gazebos and barbeque, cooking the barbeque and subsequently packing down.
This was a very enjoyable day and it was refreshing communicating with incoming students and
their families on my time at Massey.
ASA BALL
The ASA Ball was an amazing event pulled off by a stellar team. The Campus Culture Coordinator
and Designer came together to create an awesome atmosphere. I played a relatively small part
in the overall event helping with setup/pack down and being involved in a few of the earlier
meetings was the extent of my involvement. The glowing reviews that we received for weeks
after, and the positive press in Massive Magazine highlight what a success the event was.
BASE+ BRIEFING
I coordinated meetings with BASE+ coordinator Heather Aguilar. These were beneficial for BASE+
and ASA. Their purpose was to help each party understand the role of the other, and how we
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could collaborate. Heather was willing to help promote our events to the BA cohort if the value
proposition was for her students was communicated.

Special Projects
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE REVIEW
The College of Science announced last year that they were undertaking a review of their courses.
They asked for Student Feedback during summer when Students were not on campus. The ASA
President managed to push back this period to ensure that Students had returned from their
summer and were able to be informed of this project.
I was involved in educating students of the proposals, and how they could have their voices
heard. We had over 70 students turn up to the Forum (detailed above). Subsequent documents
indicate that students’ voices were considered by the College which we see as a major win.
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATION POLICY
A consistent Representation policy was high on my priority list for 2018. Of most concern was a
way to elect diverse representatives onto the various boards within our University. Numerous of
meetings, and emails have led to an understanding within the working group setup at the April
Academic Board meeting. The outcomes of this working group will be presented for noting at the
June Academic Board meeting, and a subsequent proposal will be developed from this.
NCEA REVIEW
The Ministry of Education are undergoing a review of the National Certificate of Educational
Achievement (NCEA) this is the primary curriculum taught in New Zealand high schools and is the
basis for entrance into New Zealand tertiary institutions. It sits on levels 1-3 of the New Zealand
Qualifications Framework (NZQF) where bachelor’s Degrees are at Level 7.
I am investigating ways that we can contribute to the review. Methods include indirectly through
NEC, NZUSA Executive Committee, and encouraging students to participate in the review.
Currently, I am investigating more direct methods to get the Associations stance across the to
the Ministry.
UNIVERSITY TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGY
The University’s teaching and learning strategy is currently under review. This is another
Academic Board initiative that has been delegated to the Teaching and Learning committee. ASA
has been asked to submit Feedback on this initiative. I have worked with the President to provide
a robust response that considers current student thoughts on blended learning, extra-curricular
involvement, and group work. We also asked the University to clarify their claims of the strategy
being Tiriti led.
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POLICY REVIEW
I have supported the review of several ASA policies, namely: The Media and Advertising policy,
Election policy, and the Political policy. This meant working with the General Manager, President,
and Vice-President to refine these policies, including correct references to the constitution, and
updated terms.
SMSI / ENROLLMENT ISSUES
For the 2018 Academic year, Massey University introduced a new student management system.
This changed the enrolment process and put numerous students in an adverse position. I
advocated that the Association take a stance that Massey did make a mistake, however, we
should not crucify them, and instead assist in rectifying the issue where possible.
This was received very well by Massey, especially considering the positions taken by other Student
Associations. I went and sat in the temporary course advice centre on several occasions providing
sweet treats to Students waiting to be seen. I also met with several members of the ASA staff,
the President and Vice-President, and University Management to discuss how the Association
could support the University through the tumultuous time.
CLUB SUPPORT
I have supported four clubs this year; An emphasis was put on helping create collaboration
between the clubs. I have briefly detailed these relationships below:
MU Student Investment Club:
-

I continued existing relationships with this club

-

Provided guidance to the President when asked.

-

When available, I strived to attend their Club events.

Beta Alpha Psi:
-

I continued existing relationships with this club

-

Assisted them to run their AGM and Reaffiliate

-

Provided guidance to their Executive with any questions that they had

Social Innovation:
-

I continued and grew relationships with the executive of this Club

-

Met and talked with several executive members

-

Provided extensive support to their President over several matters

MU Student Enterprise:
-

I continued relationships with this executive committee.

-

Attended their events where possible.

MU Student Investment Club was awarded the Club Sustainability award and MU Student
Enterprise Stalwart Shu Sin Chong was awarded the contribution to Massey University Community
Award; I think these awards exemplify the effort that these clubs put in to work together and
succeed.
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ELECTION SUB COMMITTEE
I was appointed to sit on the Election Sub-Committee. This was an important role that included
being involved in the briefing of candidates, ensuring the election policy was followed, and that
any breaches were investigated in a timely and fair manner.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Breaking down recommendations to fit into this report is difficult; there is so much information in
this role that can only be learned through experience. I have detailed several recommendations
for future Education Executives that will make the transition into the role a lot smoother.
1. Keep a Calendar/Diary - I found I have lots of other commitments and it is hard to keep track,
a calendar means you’re less likely to miss them.
2. Document. Document. Document. You never know when two things might connect, and you
will thank yourself for forming the link.
3. Look at the bright side of challenges. It can be quite tempting to assume that issues are
being maliciously created, however, there is no point looking at everything from a negative
angle.
4. Relationship management skills are crucial and are never “good enough.”
5. Reach out to clubs and initiate contact, help to clarify what you’re there to help them do. Be
proactive if there is an opportunity that may suit them, let them know.
6. Support your ASA teammates: the more support that they get, the more you will be able to
do as a team.
7. Ask for help. There are some amazing Massey University, ASA, NZUSA (etc.) alumni who are
willing to provide advice if they are asked. Leverage this network.
Quinn Moffat
ASA Education Executive
2018
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Clubs’ and Engagement Executive’s Report
Introduction
This is a written report to show the involvement of the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive, from
21st September 2018. The report shows the meetings they attended, the events they engaged in
and other activities they were involved with.

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
These were held at a most inconvenient time for me as I had work commitments, but I was were
able to make it to two meetings and was able to engage in it as needed. I had no issues to bring
to the table during these meeting.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
As the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive, I was required to sit in on some of the board meetings
and give my input accordingly and voice on behalf of the students. Since I started half way
through semester 2 I couldn’t attend all the board meetings for the year, however I was able to
attend some. With the ASA President, I attended a meeting with Rod Grove, the Associate Director
Operations and Campus Operations Manager, to present the survey undertaken by the Association
to show the what students thought about the food offered on campus. This was a productive
session and we were able to voice the concerns the students had. I also attended a Sports and
Recreation Board meeting. This was a general board meeting and covered the desire to create
exposure towards sports and rec activities and offers, and also to notify the staff leaving next
year. A BASE+ committee meeting was also held during my term of office. This committee was
formed in order to discuss the use of the space known as the ‘Wonder Room’ on the Albany
campus. It was to determine how this space could be used and its purpose. Co Lab and eCentre
also attended this meeting. In my role representing the students I was able to give input as to
how this space should be used.

Events
The Clubs and Engagement executive was able to make the following events:
•

Be Healthy Fest: Helped with set up for the booth at Healthy Fest, and some signups
for LOTY.

•

Student Forum: Auckland Campus Development Forum to build awareness and
show how the development of the new buildings in the Albany campus will go, they sat
in on this forum as a representative of ASA
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•

Exam De- Stress Festival: Breakfast BBQ Helped with the set-up and stayed for
some parts of the BBQ but had to leave early due to other commitments.

•

Clubs Prize giving Helped with set up and pack down, also with the programme by
handing out the trophies and introducing themselves and their position.

•

LOTY Was only able to help with the set up the day before.

Special Projects
NZUSA CONGRESS AND MUSAF MEETING
I attended the NZUSA Congress and MUSAF meeting in Wellington. The congress was a two-day
event which consisted of a series of workshops. The first day consisted of discussion and
workshops on tertiary entry pathways, focussing on Maori, Pasifika, mature, and international
students in tertiary education. The current funding model was discussed, and how NZUSA would
like to work on changing it in 2019. Also, the new president of NZUSA and vice-president of
NZUSA for 2019 were motioned in. The second day involved three workshops, each with a
different topic. The topics included: The future beyond VSM, vision of tertiary education, and
student mental health issues. The congress was filled with information, and team-building
exercises, which helped the me meet new executives with the same role from other universities
across New Zealand. The third consisted of the MUSAF meeting where Albany Students’
Association Executives met executive from Wellington campus and Palmerston North campus.
The 2018 elections were discussed, specifically pertaining to the promotion and running of them.
The constitution was discussed too and updated. The rivalry between Student Job Search (SJS)
and Niesh was also discussed. The second half of the day consisted of a brainstorming session
between the current 2018 executives, and next year’s executives. The ideas related to potential
projects, and visions that we can collectively work towards achieving in our respective campuses.

Shavneel Narayan
Clubs’ and Engagement Executive
2018
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Academic Representative Report
Introduction
This report seeks to cover the activities performed by the Academic Representative in Semester
Two (from 21st September onwards).

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Bi-weekly executive meetings were held every Friday morning and covered issues regarding
students’ needs and wants as well as other issues pertaining to the association. I attended a
total of four of these meetings from the 21st September.
BASE+/E-CENTRE AND WONDER ROOM MEETING
On 17th October, a meeting regarding the use of the wonder room by Base+ was held. Staff and
lecturers from across campus were present as well as other student representatives. The main
topic of discussion was over who should be the target user for the space.
GRADUATE STUDENTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
This committee meets to discuss issues relating to graduate students and includes lecturers, staff,
and student representatives from across the University. I attended one of these meetings on
Monday 5th November. The main topics of discussion surrounded the postgraduate pizza nights
and meeting dates for 2019.

Events
LOTY PROMOTION
To attain more student votes for Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) a promotional event was held on
Wednesday 3rd October. Here, students were encouraged to vote for their favourite lecturer and
subsequently went into the draw to win a nutri-bullet. On this day, I helped with set-up, pack
down, and running the stand.
CLASS ADVOCATE PARTY
On Friday 12th October, the association held the Class Advocates Party to show appreciation to
the hard-work from the Class Advocates over the course of the year. This year, I assisted in setup and pack down for the event as well as attended the event itself.
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LOTY SET-UP
The LOTY event awards one lecturer at Massey University, with ‘Lecturer of the Year’ as voted by
students. As this a particularly important event for the association it requires a lot of planning
and set-up. On Thursday 15th November I assisted with the set-up for this event.
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Keep a calendar on hand and write down all dates
o

I would recommend that the future Academic Representative always carry a diary
so to easily write down important dates otherwise they will be forgotten.

•

Have a ‘meeting template’
o

I recommend that the future Academic Representative have a meeting template
on file to easily and clearly take useful notes during meetings they attend

In 2019 I will be continuing in this role and look forward to what else it will throw at me.

Esmé Leeves
ASA Academic Representative
2018
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Welfare Representative Report
Introduction
This report was written to highlight the involvement of the Welfare Representative in both
Semester 1 and Semester 2 of 2018, including meetings in which they represented, events that
were set up and carried through, and personal achievements.

Meetings
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive Committee Meetings were held fortnightly, and the Welfare Representative attended
each one during the first semester, however, missed a lot of part 1 most weeks as they had
lectures. In semester 2 the Welfare Representative attended all meetings, except those where
they attended events in relation to the role. The representative put input into each meeting where
they felt necessary and brought up issues that were either discovered or brought to them.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Welfare Representative represented the Albany Students’ Association and College of
Education on the Health and Safety Committee and the National Welfare Committee. The
executive member attended the first two H&S meetings of the year, along with staff and other
executive members. It was very insightful, and a lot could be contributed, which the staff greatly
appreciated. The H&S meeting was also very intriguing and opened the eyes of the executive
member to the bigger picture of the university.
The executive member has attended the first Welfare video conference in which all Welfare
representatives from student associations across New Zealand attended. Our ideas and plans for
the year in the role were shared, and the executive member could connect with another who had
similar thoughts to them.
The executive also sits of the NZUSA mental health working group, the Massey Library working
group and the Ball Committee. The Welfare executive joined the Business T&L committee in
semester two and sat on the last two Postgraduate Committee meetings of the 2018 year.
The executive submitted a lot of voice into the BASE+ discussions regarding the use and purpose
of the 'wonder room', including Co Lab and eCentre. The executive also contributed greatly to
the student success initiatives to discuss the tools most successful and the spaces needed to carry
out the most effective methods. The executive attended the last National Education Meeting as
they are moving into the Education Executive role for 2019.
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Events
The Welfare Representative participated in the following events.
•

O'Week & Re O'Week
Help set up and pack down most days.
Collecting food for the BBQs and cooking for them.
Encouraging participation in activities for prizes.
Making sure people are aware of our services and why we were there.
Putting bags together

•

Presentations for residents
Contributing a lot of time to create the presentation and well as the quiz. Then spent
many hours, along with some other executive members, presenting multiple times. We
did this again later in the year.

•

College of Science (COS) Forum
Contributed to the questions we had asked them and attended the forum.
After completing a Diploma in Science, the representative was more aware of the
problems that will arise from many of the changes considered.

•

Class Advocate Trainings
Supervising sign-ins and setting up both semesters, including advanced advocacy.

•

Post-grad evening and lunches
Helped to set up and pack down

•

Budgeting Seminar
Attending and providing questions during

•

Band and Comedy nights
Creating hype for the event and sharing it on social media
Setting up and attending

•

Chocolate Fountain
Cutting up fruit
Manning the exec stand and encouraging nominations for 2019 executive

•

Stress-less (both semesters)
Setting up and attending events where possible

•

Volunteering Expo
Encouraged students to volunteer with the ASA for future events

•

Special General Meeting
Attended and introduced myself to staff members I had not yet met
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•

Presentation for new and returning students
Creating two new presentations and editing the old one

•

Many BBQs
Manning the BBQs
Bringing attention to ASA and what we do

•

Wāhine Kākano
Event for women in the workforce and community
Learning valuable information for the role that I can share with others

•

Clubs Prize giving & Class Advocates Party
Setting up, attending, and packing down

•

Lecturer of the Year (LOTY)
Helped to set up the day before and day of
Presented certificates and congratulated all nominees

CLUB SUPPORT
The Welfare Representative has supported several clubs this semester. For each club, the
executive member has maintained and continued to build relations with, met with and talked to
the

President,

and

attempted

to

attend

AGMs

and

club

events

when

possible.

Massey Albany Communications Students (MACS)
•

Speech and Language Therapists Club (SALT)

•

Aerial Arts Club

•

Massey Pride

•

Academic Toastmasters

Special Projects
LETTER OF SUPPORT
The Welfare Representative wrote a letter of support for the President of VUWSA. VUWSA were
campaigning about mental health with the campaign 'The Wait Is Over' which was a huge success
in Wellington and encouraged a lot of student voice as well as awareness of the cause.
STUDENT DRIVEN INITIATIVE WORKSHOP
The Welfare Executive travelled to the Massey University Palmerston North campus in September
to contribute to the workshop. The workshop discussed the following; should there be a
programme for student-driven initiatives, what are the existing pathways for these initiatives, and
what do students want to see from these initiatives. It was a rewarding experience to be involved
in this workshop and to know the student voice we had towards processes the University was
thinking of implementing, and that students do matter in decision making.
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STUDENT VOICE SUMMIT & CUAP WORKSHOP
The Welfare Representative travelled to Wellington to attend and contribute to these two events
over three days in October. Student voice was a large majority of the discussions, going into the
current state and the directions we think should be taken for further development. We also
discussed the Academic Quality Framework in which the Welfare Representative felt it had extra
value to their Education role in 2019. A panel was carried out for other universities to share their
experiences with student voice in their association, including what worked for them and what

didn't. The CUAP workshop went into a deeper discussion regarding the Academic Quality
Framework.
NZUSA CONGRESS & MUSAF MEETING
The Welfare Representative travelled to Wellington to attend and contribute to these two events
over three days in November. On the first day, we discussed the problems with tertiary education
including pathways and while studying. We focussed a lot on women, Māori, and Pasifika, but
also investigated problems such as mental health, housing, high school access etc. This went into
discussion on the current funding model in which NZUSA decided they would like to focus on
changing in their 2019 year. On the second day, we carried out three workshops; the future
beyond VSM, vision for tertiary education, and student mental health. On the third day, we went
to MAWSA for the MUSAF meeting. There was discussion around the update of the current
constitution as well as rivalry between SJS and Niesh. Each association shared their experiences
with gaining interest in elections for the 2018 year, describing what went well and what didn’t
work. It was also very rewarding to meet some members of the incoming executive for each
student’s association for Massey.
PERSONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•

Got recycling bins for the ASA lounge and office, everyone super happy about this
looking further into soft plastic recycling

•

HIV Stand inappropriate behaviour

•

Improved printing ink in library; printers coloured ink wasn't up to standard for
academic reports so changed supplier

•

Began to make a promotional video, planned and videoed material for the video,
contacted person who would edit for us

•

Helping students to try to achieve bringing tampons into the university for a cheaper
price. Had a few meetings with these students, got involved with Health and
Counselling to set up a meeting. This was a success and they are now available for
students on the campus.
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•

Looking in to the Thursdays in Black campaign. Multiple Skype meetings with the
National Women’s Rights Officer (Nikita). Organised merchandise to be sent up to give
away. Have received badges to be used in 2019.

•

Diversity Panel alongside Social Representative A. The Welfare Representative read the
Massive Magazine articles before they were published, these came out monthly. We
could give feedback on the articles and give warning to the ASA President about
anything controversial in the beginning months of the year.

•

Looking into Auckland Transport proposals and how we can influence to make our
students better off

Recommendations
The Welfare Representative would recommend that future Welfare Representatives:
•

Build a positive relationship with Clark Anderson (H&S management). The executive
member found that most complaints can be fixed by an email to him, so keep on his
good side and he will keep on top of your requests.

•

Introduce yourself to Health & Counselling staff. It is important that a relationship with
these staff members is maintained. You will be working with them quite a bit and they
are all so lovely!

•

You can't help everyone. As much as you may want to say yes to helping every person
that approaches you, don't. Focus on the current tasks or those that are most important
to your values and do them well.

•

Reach out to all your clubs. They will really appreciate the support you give them and
would love for you to attend their events when possible.

•

Have a timetable. Set out time to do your ASA tasks and meet with other relevant
executives on a regular basis.

•

Have a calendar or diary. Events pop up all the time and with everything going on they
can sometimes be forgotten. Set alerts for those that are very important! AND when
you're writing the report you can easily flick back and remember what you've done.

•

Use the handover document throughout the year. The tips and tricks throughout it are
all important as they are what the former executive member had wished they had
known earlier.

Monique Neal
ASA Welfare Representative
2018
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Social Representative Report
The Association has 2 Social Representatives, but a report was only provided by one
representative.

Introduction
The following report aims to cover the activities which have been performed by one of the two
Social Representatives of the Albany Student Association over the course of 2018. Throughout
the year I have worked closely with the other Social Representative as well as the Clubs’ and
Engagement Executive (during the first semester) and the Campus Culture Coordinator to plan
and execute a verity of events with a high focus on student engagement and diversity.
After the resignation of the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive at the beginning of the second
semester, I took on the responsibilities of the role. This was until the Clubs’ and Engagement
Executive for 2019 was elected and trained into the role.

Meetings
ALBANY STUDENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive meetings were held fortnightly on Friday evenings during semester one. Of the eight
meetings which have been held over semester one, I attended seven. For the meeting held on
the Friday 13th April I gave apologies to the Vice President and President.
During the second semester, these meetings were moved to fortnightly Friday 9am due to the
changes in timetables of semester two. Throughout the semester, ten meetings held between
the end of the first semester and the end of the second semester, I was only able to attend eight
because of work commitments and injuries. For both meetings, apologies were given in advance
to both the Vice President and the President.
For all meetings I spoke for matters which arose throughout the year which related to the social
portfolio mainly on past and future events planned throughout the year. Over the first half of the
second semester, I spoke for the planning and progress of the annual ASA Ball.
SPORTS AND RECREATION MEETING
The Clubs’ and Engagement Executive and I sat on one of the Sports and Recreation Meetings
held during the first semester in the place of the ASA President who was unable to attend. The
meeting discussed matters regarding the success of the Recreation centre in the coming year.
Due to timetable clashes in the second semester, I was unable to attend the meetings held at
10am on Wednesdays.
BALL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I sat on all six of the Ball Committee meetings during the first semester of 2018. The focus of the
meetings during semester 1 was organising the location and theme for the Ball. The theme for
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the Ball was decided by a poll released to students after the third meeting. The location for the
ball was decided by the members of the committee who were present at the sixth meeting held.
Due to the resignation of the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive, as of semester two, I began to
chair these meetings. As chair, I would prepare an agenda for the meetings which were held on
Wednesdays at 2:30pm after the weeks event. The agendas were sent out to the Ball Committee
by Tuesday afternoons giving the committee enough time to read over the agenda.
The focus of the final six Ball Committee meetings was to prepare for the event. This meant
dividing into specific teams to get the major aspects of the event prepared. The addition of the
Association designer to the Ball Committee helped significantly tin the preparation of the event.
SOCIAL TEAM MEETINGS
Over the course of the semester, a series of meetings occurred between the two Social
Representatives, the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive and, on occasion, the Campus Culture
Coordinator. The purpose of these weekly meetings was to catch up on the previous week and
to plan the coming events for the ASA.
During the second semester, these meetings became fortnightly between the two Social
Representatives and the Campus Culture Coordinator. The first meeting held in semester two
focused on setting out a framework for the semester’s events while the other five focused on
preparation for the fortnight’s events.
EXECUTIVE MEETINGS
During the second semester, I attended some meetings with the President, Vice President and
Education Executive on Tuesday afternoons. The focus of these meetings was to discuss with the
other executives how the previous week had run and what plans had been made for the following
week. After the elections, the incoming Clubs’ and Engagement Executive attended meetings.
SEMESTER ONE EVENTS
O-WEEK
The schedule for orientation was packed with interactive events for students. These included, tiedye workshops and inflatables. During this week, I helped with the setup and pack-down of all
the week’s events excluding the barbeque held during Clubs’ Day. I lent a hand in the running of
the barbeque and the tie-dye workshop. I also spoke with the newer students.
STUDENT SERVICES LEVY (SSL) FEEDBACK FORUM
Alongside other ASA Executive, I attended the SSL Forum in semester 1. The forum was hosted
by the University to explain what the SSL is spent on and to get feedback on its use from students.
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MASSEY BAND NIGHT
One of the most successful events of the semester was the Massey Band Night. This amazing
event was organised by the ASA Campus Culture Coordinator and held at the Ferguson University
Bar. For this event I help in the development of plans and with some basic admin of the night.
BARBEQUES
A staple of the ASA events are the many barbeques which are held throughout the semester. For
these events I was able to help setup and pack down and spoke to students promoting the ASA
and the future elections.
PINK SHIRT DAY
For Pink Shirt day, the ASA ran two sperate events, a tie-dye workshop on the Monday and a
barbeque on the Wednesday. The purpose of these events was to raise awareness around
bullying, specifically, the anti-bullying movement. I assisted with event setup/pack down, and
administration of the tie-dye workshop.
DE-STRESS DOG THERAPY
The Campus Culture Coordinator once again facilitated a fantastic event in the De-stress Dog
Therapy day. For this event, I once again lent my hands in the setup and pack down. I also used
this event as a chance to speak with students to find potential candidates for the Social
Representative role in 2019.
SEMESTER TWO EVENTS
RE O-WEEK
Re O-week was packed with a variety of events this year. Each day focused on a different type
of event and activity. Monday, we hosted an animal farm on campus, Tuesday was a performance
day, Wednesday was the usual Clubs’ day and Thursday was a games day. This year, re o-week
was extended through to Friday with the inclusion of the second ASA band night. For these
events, I helped with the setup and pack down of the events except for Clubs’ Day due to lecture
clashes.
BALL PROMOTIONS
Most events held over the first half of semester two focused on promoting the ASA ball. This was
a decision made by the members of the Ball Committee and ASEC. The focus was put towards
ball promotion to encourage as many students as possible to attend the event to make it a
success. For these events, I helped run and helped with pack down before the Ball Committee
meetings began.
COMEDY NIGHT
The ASA hosted a comedy night at the Ferguson Bar during semester two, featuring four local
New Zealand comedians. I assisted on the door for the event.
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HEALTH EVENTS
Two separate events were run during the second semester which centred around health and
wellbeing. The first was centred around speech and language. This event was run alongside the
Speech and Language Therapy (SALT) club. For this event a hearing loss simulator was presented
to show the effects of hearing loss. The Campus Culture Coordinator facilitated an amazing event.
The second was centred around healthy eating and lifestyles. For this event, the Campus Culture
Coordinator prepared a wonderful fruit platter for students to eat after voting for their Lecturer
of the Year. For both events, I help with the running of the events and the pack down.
RAINBOW TICK CELEBRATION
Massey Campus Life held an event to celebrate the one-year anniversary of receiving the Rainbow
Tick and to raise awareness of its meaning. ASA joined in and used the event to collect votes for
LOTY. For this event, I helped with the facilitation of the event and pack down.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
CLUB SUPPORT
Over the course of the year I kept in contact with multiple clubs, lending support when needed.
These clubs include:
•

Massey University Frisbee Federation (MUFF)

•

Massey University Dungeons and Dragons Club (MUDD)

•

Albany Massey Engineering Student Society (AMESS)

•

Massey University Volleyball Club

•

Massey University Rugby Club

•

Massey University Cricket Club

For each club, I contacted at least one member of their executive committee re:
•

To ensure preparation for Clubs’ Day was underway.

•

To give Reminders for grant rounds.

•

To provide support when needed.

ASA BALL
Easily the biggest project of the year was the ASA ball. The planning of this event spanned across
both semesters of the year with over 12 meetings of the ball committee held and a large portion
of the second semesters’ work being consumed by the event. After the resignation of the Clubs’
and Engagement Executive, it became my responsibility to organise this event. The focus
throughout the planning was making sure all members of the Ball Committee were on track to
make sure everything for the event was prepared before we needed to start setting up for the
night. During the meetings, groups were made for marketing, decorations, and catering. These
groups oversaw making sure that these aspects of the ball happened properly and within the
designated time period. For the event itself, I helped with setup on both Friday and Saturday
before the event. Saturday night, I helped with the organisation of transport, making sure those
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who required transport to and from the venue were on the correct bus. I also helped to pack
down the event completely.

Recommendations
SOCIAL REPRESENTATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
There are several recommendations for future Social Representatives:
•

•

•

Social Team Meetings
o Ensure that meetings between the Social Team are occurring weekly or
fortnightly.
▪ This will help to keep everyone in the loop which will be a timesaver
when it comes to setup of events as the team will already know what
needs to be done.
▪ Having these meetings will allow the Social Team to improve the quality
of the events which are being organised through proper planning.
Socialise
o This will make the role so much easier. By talking to students in the ASA Lounge
you can find out what events students want to see on campus.
o By socialising with students, there is a great chance of finding people who would
be interested in volunteering for ASA events and running for the executive in
future years.
Club contact
o Make sure clubs know who you are and how to contact you.
o Contact them before important dates. These include:
▪ Clubs’ Day
▪ Grant rounds
▪ AGM
o Grab a coffee with executive. Face to face contact is always more personal.

CLUBS’ AND ENGAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
There are several recommendations for future Clubs’ and Engagement Executives:
o
o

o

o

Work with Campus Culture Coordinator to make events work
O-Week and RE O-Week
▪ Plan early for these weeks – they take a lot of work to make amazing.
▪ Build a good relationship with Campus Life to make these two weeks are
as good as possible.
Ball planning
▪ Start early, no later than Easter – biggest regret was leaving the planning
until the second half of semester one.
▪ Strong ball committee who will work hard and have the ideas for the
event
▪ Set goals for yourself and the committee – makes keeping track of where
progress is at easier
Set goals for Social Reps
▪ Allow your team to plan an event or two themselves – gives them more
pride in the job and a bit of freedom
▪ Keeps the team on track

Mitchell Brennan
Social Representative
11 November 2018
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General Manager’s Report
General Services
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
A Service level agreement for 2018 was negotiated by the President and signed by Massey
University on 25th October 2017 contracting the Association to continue to provide the following
services:
•

Advocacy – provision of independent support and advice to both individual and groups of
students & administration of Class Advocates’ program

•

Administration of student assistance hardship grants and financial advice

•

Clubs and Societies – administration services

•

Employment Information – to cover membership levies of Student Job Search

•

Support of sports, recreation and cultural activities for students

CHARITABLE STATUS
The Association was advised that the application for charitable status lodged on 31 st May 2018
was successful on 9th October 2018. The Annual General meeting for 2019 has been brought
forward to 22nd May 2019 to allow the financial accounts to be accepted within the 6-month filing
deadline from our end of year 31 December 2018. The financial accounts will be provided in the
prescribed charities commission format from 2018 onwards. Because the Association restructured
its chart of accounts for the 2018 year, the financial reports this year to do not provide a
comparison to 2017 figures but will do so again in 2019.
FINANCIAL POSITION
The Association had an 8% increase in funding from the University. This included an extra $5k
for the hardship fund. The Association received non-university income of $36k and finished the
year with an $18k surplus. The only area to go substantially over budget was the annual ball, but
the overall events budget covered this.
CARPOOL
The Association continued to operate the Let’s Carpool priority parking system as a noncontracted service to students. Sales were on par with the previous year.
STAFFING
Staff recruitment took considerable time during 2018. An additional accounts clerk role was
created, and new appointments were required for the campus culture coordinator, designer and
advocacy assistant. The designer role proved particularly difficult to recruit for, and the accounts
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role had to be refilled half way through the year. This meant that it was a learning year for most
of the staff as they became familiar with the cycle of Association events. Support was provided
by the Association Advocate and General Manager.
Thanks are due to the following staff for their contributions during 2018.
•

Penny Lyall – Advocate

•

Katrina McGregor – Advocacy Assistant

•

Zachary Fraser-Baxter – Campus Culture Coordinator

•

Aline Chaussade – Fixed term designer

•

Stephanie Greenfield – Reception and then designer

•

Angela King – Reception

•

Hayden Wilson – I.T.

•

Anastasia Murray – Accounts to June

•

Rosetina Crockett – Accounts from August

Communications
WEBSITE
Hayden Wilson continued to make minor changes to the ASA website backend support. Work
commenced on the redesign of the front end of the website and an agreement signed with
Mediacore Ltd to create the updated site. Installation had been initially planned for December
2018 but had to be delayed until April 2019.
BULK EMAILS
9 newsletters were sent out during 2018 using a Mailchimp subscription. Email circulation was to
2300 subscribers and had a pleasing average open rate of 50%.
2018 WALL PLANNER AND DIARY
3000 double-sided wall planners (1 semester per side) were printed and distributed to students
at the start of the year.
2000 copies of the ASA 2018 were designed and produced. The diaries were given out to students
during both semester 1 and 2 orientations and left in drop boxes around campus. The diary
contained: comprehensive semester information; general Massey services information; general
club information; and Advocacy department service information. There was an emphasis on
encouraging student engagement with a section on Getting Involved covering Class Advocates,
Clubs, the ASA executive and Massey Guides.
BRAND IDENTITY
Association branding was refreshed, and new service specific branding developed. A guidelines
manual was created, and templates were developed for ongoing operational purposes. A new set
of tear-drop flags was produced for use at events.
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Election of 2019 Executive Committee
When the 2017 ASEC set the calendar for 2018, they scheduled the elections as per below:
•

Nomination period 28th May-26th July

•

Voting period 18th – 23rd August

Operationally, this was difficult for the Association, as the timing clashed with another resourceintensive service, the annual ball. It also meant that the 2018 ASEC were thinking about their
replacements at the very start of their term, and thus impeding on some of the work they could
otherwise have been doing. Rohini Subbian from the University library agreed to be the returning
officer for the election of the 2019 ASA executive committee.
Nominations were accepted to the 2019 ASA executive for the following eight positions:
•

President (honoraria up to $17,000)

•

Vice-President (honoraria up to $9,500)

•

Education Executive (honoraria up to $6,500)

•

Clubs’ and Engagement Executive (honoraria up to $6,500)

•

Academic Representative (honoraria up to $4,000)

•

Welfare Representative (honoraria up to $4,000)

•

Social Representatives * 2 (honoraria up to $4,000 each)

Students could stand for election in more than one position, although they were only allowed to
hold one position after the election. The change in timing of the election did not have the desired
impact of increasing engagement in either the nominations or voter turnout. 13 students filed
nominations, but 4 either withdrew or were ineligible leaving only 9 students to run for election.
The positions of welfare, academic and social representatives were contested but only between
the same pool of candidates. The elected students were:
•

President: Meity Tang Carlman

•

Vice President: Nur Sabrina Idayu Abdul Latif

•

Education Executive: Monique Neal

•

Clubs' & Engagement Executive: Shavneel Narayan

•

Academic Representative: Esmé Leeves

•

Welfare Representative: Yuming Wang

•

Social Representatives: Casey McAnnalley and Clarissa Gouw

Due to vacancies on the executive at the time of the election, Shavneel Narayan and Esmé Leeves
commenced in their roles in September 2018. Shavneel did not return to study in 2019, so a byelection for the Clubs’ and Engagement Executive role was scheduled for the start of semester 1,
2019.
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Advocacy Service
Academic and Welfare Advocacy
Cases are allocated across three main categories.
•

Welfare Advocacy:
Welfare Advocacy relates to external concerns or personal matters that will impact on a
student’s ability to successfully complete their studies. Examples of presenting issues
may involve WINZ, Scholarships, StudyLink, Tenancy, ACC, Legal, Financial matters and
Student Assistance Programme (SAP), which assists with financial aid.

•

Academic Advocacy:
For example; Academic issues involving university administrative matters that directly
impact on a student’s academic progress, academic integrity/misconduct, exams/tests,
exclusions, fees, grades, harassment, lecturer, bullying or unpleasant treatment, quality,
issues reported by Class Advocates and entire class concerns and personal.

•

General Advocacy:
For example; General university issues, campus, services, referrals made to other
agencies or support services and distance cases.

ADVOCACY CASE STATISTICS
2018
Academic

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

2

10

7

9

17

17

28

37

22

28

11

6

194

4

12

6

15

2

7

9

5

4

3

2

69

Academic/Welfare
Welfare

1

1

5

2

4

4

3

2

6

6

2

2

38

Total

3

15

24

17

36

23

38

48

33

38

16

10

301

Advocacy Cases per Month 2018
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

A

A/W

W

Grand Total
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As is demonstrated by the table and graph above, 2018 has been another busy year for the
Association advocacy service. The figures below show when a case is first lodged. Cases can
take several weeks to resolve, so at any one time the advocate can be juggling more cases than
identified for the month below.

Student Assistance Programme (SAP) & Budgeting
The advocacy service was contracted by the University to administer the Student Assistance
Program. This is the fund that is available to assist students who find themselves in financial
difficulty which is:
•

Unforeseen, and of a temporary nature;

•

Unusual or severe; and

•

Threatens the continuation of study at Massey University.

42 applications for hardship grants were received in 2018. $23,064 in hardship grants was
awarded during 2018 to 30 students, made up of:

Student Assistance Program
SAP - Rent
SAP - Food
SAP - Travel
SAP - Health
SAP - Utilities
SAP - Other
Total Student Assistance Program

2018
$8,841
$4,801
$5,610
$1,172
$470
$2,170
$23,064

•

Food:

Grocery vouchers and emergency meals

•

Health:

Medical, dental, spectacles etc

•

Other:

Educational, child care and home necessities

•

Rent:

Accommodation expenses

•

Travel:

Fuel, bus tickets and transport to practicums.

•

Utilities:

Power, phone and water.

BUDGETING
The Advocacy Service held a Budgeting Seminar in March. Additionally, the Advocacy Service
provides budgeting support, handbook and an interactive budget analysis spreadsheet that is
designed to provide a realistic view of student spending and costs via the ASA website. All
students applying for SAP are assisted to complete one of these budgets. Those students where
serious issues are flagged are then referred to an accredited budgeting service which can work
intensively to try and resolve their debt or fine tune their budgets.
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Class Advocates
CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 1 2018
246

Class Advocates

204

Courses covered

221

Advocates Trained

CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 2 2018
267

Class Advocates

237

Courses covered

229

Advocates Trained

Semester one class advocate sign ups were impacted by the introduction of the University’s new
student management system’s problems. As has been detailed in the president’s report, many
students had difficulty enrolling in their courses at the start of 2018. Additionally, sourcing
accurate course information from the University proved difficult and time-consuming to the ASA.
It is unusual that semester 2 class advocate numbers exceed semester 1 numbers.
TRAINING SESSIONS
Semester 1

2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions, plus 6 catch up sessions for those
unable to attend the main sessions.

Semester 2

2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions, plus 4 catch up sessions during
August

EXTENSION SKILLS TRAINING
Extension skills training was offered to class advocates who had attended the basic training.
Students must attend the extension skills training sessions in sequence and cannot progress to
the next module until the pre-requisites have been completed. These were offered as individual
2-hour training modules and as a full-day training covering each module in both semester 1 and
2. The three extension skills modules offered were:
•

Advanced Advocacy Skills

•

Communication Skills

•

De-escalation of Verbal Conflict/Violence

In semester 1, 39 students completed the extension skills training and in semester 2 a further 30
students completed these additional levels of training.
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CLASS ADVOCATE LOG-BOOK
The log-book system continued to be a vital resource in the early detection and resolution of
issues that had the potential to impact negatively on many students. Log book submissions are
made on a fortnightly basis and are optional for advocates. There were 6 submission periods for
each semester. These entries enable advocates to provide feedback on the courses they are
representing. Logbook entries received were down on previous years, but we attribute this to the
time that needed to be spent training new staff in the associated procedures. This feedback allows
the Association to quickly act when an issue is identified and provide commentary back to the
University on request.
2018

March

April

May

June

July

August

Sept

October

Total

Issue(s)

6

6

6

1

0

11

5

1

36

General
Update

55

52

37

3

7

41

27

34

256

Positive
Feedback

37

22

34

8

6

32

19

18

176

Total
Entries

98

80

77

12

13

84

51

53

468

CLASS ADVOCATES AWARD CEREMONY AND PARTY
The annual Class Advocates Award Ceremony and Party was held on Friday 12th October with
approximately 120 students attending the evening. The theme for the party was Heavenly
Celestial and the lounge was decorated accordingly. A finger food buffet dinner was provided,
and ice-breaker games were played with fun prizes being awarded for those first to complete.
Certificates were presented to all class advocates in attendance with additional certificates to
those advocates who had completed the extension training module. Association event volunteers
were also recognised at this event.
Advocacy Excellence Awards were presented to Advocates who had gone the extra mile in
their role as class advocates and who had made an outstanding contribution.
The Class Advocate of the Year was named as Philip Kim.
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Exam Stress Less Festivals
Each semester the Advocacy Coordinator has several cases that directly relate to issues that are
connected to exams, thus, with the aim of creating a supportive environment for students and to
mitigate the impact that exam stress and lack of adequate preparation had on students, the
Advocacy Service ran successful exam stress less festivals in both semesters.
Features of 2018 Exam Stress Less Fests:
•

Canine Friends: Therapy dogs on campus

•

Lumi Lounge: Lumi lights, soothing sounds, zen gardens, ASMR and Ear Muffs, stress
balls, weighted blanket, aromatherapy mister and adult colouring

•

Well-being café: free hot drinks and healthy sustaining breakfast foods and fruit
throughout the day (plus study week bbq in semester 2)

•

Face your study fears tissues: wallet style pack of tissues with study techniques and exam
support advice printed on the wallet

•

Pop to the Top popcorn packs: ASA packed and branded with the message, ‘popcorn is

a good source of fibre and that munching on this carb-rich snack can also help spike
serotonin levels -reducing stress and regulating mood’.
•

Animal heads: create a ‘psychological break’ and add some fun as well as a few moments
of levity to student’s exam experience, volunteers were recruited to distribute the popcorn
in old theatre style selling trays

Student feedback on the program
“As an international postgraduate student, I have found Massey University to be an amazing

support system not only for my studies but my well-being in general. My friends at other
universities around the world say there is nothing much done to care for them in the way I have
experienced at Massey. I believe the ASA is an amazing support system for International students
and I feel included in everything they offer. The events they run are really well thought
through. This exam period there was a Lumie Lounge which helps students in a very thoughtful
and caring way. There was breakfast and zen gardens, and everything was tailored to making
students feel relaxed and supported going into exams. So much time and effort is put into these
events and it is so appreciated by the students.”
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Lecturer of the Year
The 14th Lecturer of the Year Award Ceremony was held in the Student Lounge on Friday 16
November. 128 of the nominated 174 lecturers attended the event. This much anticipated event
and iconic student feedback mechanism has now become part of the cultural and academic
landscape for both students and teaching staff at the Auckland campus.
Each lecturer’s certificate reflected all the comments submitted by their students. A selection of
these comments was projected in a presentation format during the certificate ceremony, some of
which elicited laughter from the audience.
The winners of the College Trophies and Certificates were:
•

College of Health – Dr Judy Thomas (School of Health Science)

•

College of Humanities and Social Sciences Dr Anna Hearne - (Institute of Education)

•

Massey Business School – Andrew Barney (School of Management)

•

College of Sciences – Dr Mikael Boulic (School of Engineering and Advanced
Technology)

The overall winner of the Lecturer of the Year for 2018 was Dr Mikael Boulic.

(Photo: ASA President, Jason Woodroofe, ASA Advocacy Coordinator, Penny Lyall, Teaching and Learning Director
College of Sciences, Dr Liz Norman, 2018 Lecturer of the Year, Dr Mikael Boulic, Head of School of Engineering and
Advanced Technology and Head of Massey Institute of Food Science and Technology, Professor Julian Heyes)

It has become traditional to acknowledge some exceptional service awards, in the form of the
ASA Advocacy Accolades, fondly known as “The Penny Awards”. In 2018, these were awarded
to:
•

The Swanni Award: Greg Chawynski

For providing coverage, support and warmth to students. His approach might make you
scratch and itch at first, but ultimately Greg has discovered a secret mixture which he
dips into to shower proof students from the worst academic floods or droughts. His
approach creates a closely woven classroom environment ensuring student success.
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•

The Apiata Award: Andrew Gilman

Andrew enlists all of his skills and talents to carry students across the line to academic
success. Bravery when under attack is but one of his many qualities and students are
always safe in his care. He deserves a medal for his honour, ability to avoid conflict and
the learning regimen that he instils in his students.
•

The Kiwi Bach Award: Beth-Maree Cooper

Beth-Maree's teaching creates a feeling of well-being and relaxation. Unpretentious,
modest and uncomplicated she makes everyone feel at home. She is able to take the
most ordinary of materials and make them into something useful. There is nothing cheap
or recycled about Beth-Maree.
•

The Mansfield Award: Victoria Kerry

Victoria's teaching demonstrates huge engagement with and competence in all forms
of communication. Her use of language is clear and precise and very accessible and
psychologically acute. Long story short... there is no other way to read this ... she
provides academic and teaching brilliance at its best!
•

The Manuka Honey Award: Siata Tavite

Siata's teaching has rare and special properties. She is able to collect the best from
students, optimising their performance - transforming them into able and capable
students. Her unique and natural approach has huge life and academic benefits for those
under her care. This woman is sweet as.....
•

The Manaaki Award: Craig Fowler

For his care and support of students. No matter their academic ability or where they
come from all students receive the full benefit of Craig’s interest and guidance. He does
not just talk about intercultural awareness- he demonstrates it on a daily basis. Students
receive vital academic and personal sustenance from his classes. His communication and
sharing of knowledge and skills far exceeds the requirements of the class room. This is
true generosity to others.
ASA Appreciation Awards for University general staff went to:
•

Brenda Clifton: Campus Information Superstar!!

For being consistently brilliant in the way she handles student issues. No star shines
brighter than Brenda!
•

Tom Vadrevu: The Luminous Library Light!

For being helpful to all students and creating an atmosphere of warmth and kindness
wherever he goes.
Examples of feedback from nominees:

“I think the LOTY awards don’t just serve as a venue for showing appreciation for teachers, they
also provide an incentive for excellence in teaching. I’m sure I’m not the only one who tries a bit
harder when teaching because I’d like to make the nomination list for another year.”
“As academics we don’t often get a lot of recognition of our teaching work, and to have one
moment each year where we are thanked for our teaching and treated to a bit of food and drink
makes a bigger difference than you might realise. And it feels all the more special given that it
comes from a student organisation rather than the university at large. It’s a wonderful thing that
you do, I deeply appreciate it, and I’m sure the other staff do too.”
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Volunteers
ASA’s volunteer network is an essential component of our engagement activity. 263 students
signed up to receive communications re volunteering opportunities during 2018, however actual
participation was much lower. Volunteering with the Association is a proven way for new students
to find their feet at Massey and to make long lasting friendships with other student volunteers.

.

2018

Number of Students participated in volunteering
Number of 'acts' of volunteering

32
84

2017
51
163

2016
26
54

Two volunteers only recognition event outings were arranged, and volunteers were also invited
and awarded certificates at the Class Advocate awards evening.
Three excellence awards were presented at the end of year:
•

Amy Lin (Volunteer of the Year)

•

Jennifer Zhou

•

Imeke Ariyarante
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Events
ASA’s signature events include:
•

Events during academic and social orientation weeks semester 1 and semester 2 (over 4
weeks)

•

Annual Ball

Summary of Ad-hoc Events
During 2018, ASA also delivered the following events.
•

Association Special and Annual General Meetings

•

Events to promote ASA Executive nominations and elections

•

Contribution to activities during Diversity Fest

•

Graduation celebration (2 days)

•

Wednesday BBQs

•

Spirituality week participation

•

Wednesday BBQ & Recycle Clothes event support – May

•

Volunteer Expo presence

•

Band Nights 1 and 2

•

2 * Study week events – bbqs and therapy dogs on campus

•

Chocolate Day

•

Eco Fest participation

•

Open Day participation

•

Spring is Sprung

•

Māori Language Week activity

•

Loud Shirt Day participation

•

Peace Week participation

•

IDUS – International Day of University Sport

•

Comedy Night

•

Healthy Fest participation

•

Mental Health Hui

•

Rainbow Celebration participation

•

Summer School Picnic

•

Post Graduate Students’ Christmas lunch

•

Volunteer recognition events

•

Student lounge initiatives: book swap, chess on Tuesdays, with new spaces set aside for
Massive Magazine and campus radio (still a work in progress)
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Orientation Semester One
ACADEMIC ORIENTATION
ASA were involved with:
•

International Students’ Orientation Events

•

Welcome day including distribution of our famous Welcome Bags

SOCIAL ORIENTATION
Day 1: Tie-Dye T-shirt making, slushi drinks and free pizza!
Day 2: Massive BBQ, info stands and Movie Club outdoor movie
Day 3: Clubs’ day and another big burger BBQ
Day 4: Inflatables, competitions and more sausages

•
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Orientation Semester Two
ACADEMIC ORIENTATION
ASA were involved with:
•

International Students’ Orientation Events

•

Welcome day including distribution of our famous Welcome Bags

SOCIAL ORIENTATION
Day 1: Farm animals on campus and a BBQ
Day 2: Performance day and free pizza
Day 3: Clubs’ day and another big burger BBQ
Day 4: Games day – moved inside due to bad weather – and a BBQ!
Day 5: Band Night @ The Ferguson Bar
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Annual Ball
ASA delivered yet another successful annual ball. The theme in 2018 was “Floral”.
The Association General Manager and Campus Culture Coordinator recommended the use of a
smaller, more intimate venue, than the Trusts Arena, which was the venue ultimately selected by
the executive team. As a result, far more staff time than was ideal had to be allocated to making
the event the success that it turned out to be. The budget for the ball also had to be increased
twice, although has been previously mentioned, savings in other event lines kept the Association
in the black.
•

Total Cost of Ball

$24k

•

Ticket Sales

$13k

•

ASA Contribution

$11k

Trusts Arena was a big empty room that needed considerable decoration. Whilst on the day,
many hours were put in by executive and volunteers, the true credit for pulling this ball off must
go to the staff designer, Aline Chaussade, without her passion it is unlikely that this ball would
have been successful. Campus Culture Coordinator, Zac Fraser-Baxter, also had to burn the
candle at both ends. All staff became involved in promoting the ball to make sure that enough
tickets were sold. Hopefully, lots of lessons have been learnt that will make life easier for the
team delivering the 2019 Ball.
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Clubs
ASA was contracted to the University to provide clubs with administration support services. Being
involved with clubs enhances the student experience whilst studying and those who step-up to
take on club leadership roles gain valuable transferable skills in the process.
CLUB STATISTICS
Clubs are student-led groups and so are dependent on the interests of the students on campus
each year.

Club Statistics as at end
of 2018
Affiliated
Listed but non-affiliated
Totals
Percentage affiliated

Number
of Clubs

43
8
51
84%

Number
Number
of
of NonTotal
Student
Student Members
Members Members
3313

296

3609

3313

296

3609

WORKSHOPS
ASA supported the University’s Clubs’ and Activities co-ordinator in the provision of workshops.
Workshops provided included:
•

2 * Club development workshops – 1 each semester

•

28 * small group club grant workshops

•

1 First Aid course

CLUBS’ DAYS
Clubs’ day is always the biggest day in both semester 1 and semester 2 orientation weeks. 2018
was no exception. For the first time, semester 2’s clubs’ day was held inside at the Recreation
Centre.
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CLUB GRANTS
ASA affiliated clubs are eligible to apply for grant funding from the University. The ASA president
and Clubs’ and Engagement Executive (or nominated executive) sit on the committee that
considers the grant applications. In 2018 the University allocated $50,000 as the fund budget for
the 2018 Club Grants. There were 8 club grant rounds spread throughout the year, 4 rounds for
the first semester and 4 rounds for the second semester. 125 applications were made by 39
different clubs. 121 applications were approved, with only 4 declined.

2018
Grants
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
Round 4
Round 5
Round 6
Round 7
Round 8
Grants to Clubs
First Aid
Total Grant Expense

Year
Number of applications

$11,341
$3,343
$5,755
$7,374
$5,464
$6,893
$4,422
$4,922
$49,514
$1,307
$50,820

2018
125

2018
# of
clubs
22
6
12
10
12
9
7
8
39

2017
124

2017 Grants
$4,989
$5,918
$8,192
$7,395
$5,376
$10,365
$585
$6,182
$49,000
$1,446
$50,445

2016
88

2015
65

2017
# of
clubs
13
9
14
11
16
18
4
11
35

2014
37

CLUBS’ PRIZE GIVING
The Clubs’ Prize Giving dinner was held on Wednesday 17 October 2018 in the student lounge.
The theme was Halloween, fancy-dress was encouraged, the lounge was decorated with a variety
of scary items, and Halloween themed activities were organised to help make the event
memorable. All club committee members were invited to the event as recognition of the work
that they put into running their respective clubs and the contribution that clubs contribute to the
campus culture. Just over 60 club committee members attended. The dinner was catered by
Massey's on-site caterer and back by popular demand was a candy bar. No-one went hungry!
The event was a great success with the club executive members and the grant committee
members in attendance enjoying the night of recognition and congratulations.
Students were able to vote, via the ASA website, for the clubs that they thought should win the
awards providing the reasons why. The final decisions were not easy to make. Some of the cups
were renamed for 2018. The 2018 winners were as follows:
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•

Club Sustainability Award – MU Student Investment Club.

•

Most Improved Club of the Year – MA Tabletop.

•

Committee of the Year – MUA Chinese Students Association.

•

New Club of the Year – MUA Fencing Federation.

•

Club Event of the Year – MUA Creative Arts Club.

•

Growth and Development Award – Rose Fitzmaurice.

•

Contribution to Massey University Community Award – Shu Sin Chong.

•

Sports Club of the Year – Massey Ultimate Frisbee Federation.

•

Academic Club of the Year – M.A.C.S.

•

Social Club of the Year - AMESS.

•

Cultural Club of the Year – MUA K-World.

•

Overall Club of the Year – M.A.C.S.

Final Thanks
Having reviewed 2018, I am proud of the work achieved by the Association. I would like to
extend my personal thanks to all ASA staff members for their hard work and for their dedication
to the Association and the students we serve, and for their support of the Executive Team.
To our team at the close of 2018, Penny, Kat, Steph, Rose, Zac and Angela, thank you. It has
been some time since we started a year with a full quota of staff; but 2019 will be all the better
with the experience that you will bring to it.
To the executive team, but particularly to the senior members of the team, Jason, Quinn and
Venya; thank you for really grasping what it means to serve on the board of a students’
association. You have bright futures.

Jacqueline Adams
ASA General Manager
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